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GROW is a Horizon 2020 innovation project funded for 3 years from 

Oct 2016 – Oct 2019. The project is an innovative approach to 

creating a community of citizen growers, gardeners, small scale 

farmers, scientists and policy makers, all working together to learn 

from each other, provide growing and policy advice and contribute 

data on local soil conditions, to help validate climate change models 

generated by satellite. Together, we are learning about sustainable 

growing practices, as well as exploring and using simple tools to better 

manage soil, while contributing to vital scientific environmental 

monitoring. 

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 

690199.
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Who is behind GROW? 
18 partners in 9 countries across Europe

with more than 60 active consortium members

The partner organisations in GROW 

Observatory span Europe – and share an 

interest in sustainable food growing, soil, 

climate, open data, accessible 

technology, and the incredible things that 

can happen when people come together 

to make a change. We have 18 partners 

in 9 countries across Europe with more 

than 60 active consortium members 

working on the project:

UK, Ireland, Netherlands, Austria, Italy, 

Spain, Greece, Hungary and France. 
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Our vision is to support the emergence of a movement of citizens 
generating, sharing and using information on growing and the land
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Leading to more sustainable land use 

practices, better soil and land governance 

and policy, and a unique data repository for 

science. Through this, people gain a voice on 

local issues and tailored advice on which new 

crops to plant, when to water, sow and 

harvest. In turn, their insight will underpin 

better-informed decision-making and policy 

objectives, while improving soil, land use, 

climate change adaptation and our overall 

sustainability.
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Our first year we are building the tools and networks 

we need to reach our targets.  This infographic gives 

a sense of the services and platforms we are 

building to gather the sensor and citizen data. Our 

second year, from Spring 2018, is when we’ll be 

reaching out across Europe to engage citizens in 

growing, measuring and sharing data on soils, crops 

and land use.  We aim to inspire and enable citizens 

across Europe to find out more about their soils and 

crops and to engage in policy making and we aim to 

provide scientists with data to improve models on 

climate change, flooding, fire risk.
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A video of our consortium partners summarising what we are all about!

— Author

Welcome to the GROW Observatory
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This is a short film we made during 

out kick off meeting in early 

November 2016, which summarises

what we are all about. 
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“This is my first introduction to the notion of 

citizen science. I believe in the power of 

collaboration, based on the deliberate pursuit of a 

sustainable future for our planet. I fancy the idea 

of being part of collecting, analysing and sharing 

information to create an enabling environment and 

most importantly, an informed citizenry across the 

globe.”

Colin August, “From Soil to Sky” 

MOOC participant, May 2017

Citizen Science

We ran our first Massive Open Online Course 

(MOOC) in May, which attracted just over 

1,800 participants from across Europe, these 

were our ‘guinea pigs’ who helped us test and 

improve our first online course. We now have 

plans to roll out at least 3 more courses next 

year, taking people through the process of 

learning about soil, gathering data useful to 

them and to wider society and to improve their 

own growing practice as well as contributing to 

more sustainable practices across Europe. 
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some more details about the main point

A qualifying header

GROW Places across Europe

At GROW we plan to realise our vision by enabling citizens to 

measure land and soil parameters at high spatial resolution over large 

geographical areas. This will be done by using the Internet and mobile 

technologies, combined with widely available sensors and simple soil 

tests. 

Growers of all scales can contribute data and take part in citizen 

science experiments. 

Some are for anybody, anywhere. Others take place in specific places 

in Europe, which we call GROW Places. 

As you can see  in this map there is a GROW Place covering the 

central area of Scotland and we hope that you will join us to help build 

this Scottish growers community. 

Other ongoing ways you can engage with GROW is by taking part in 

online discussions and events. In the next six months there will be a 

MOOC online course on soil and growing starting in February, an 

online space to discover and share GROWing stories, soil moisture 

sensor trials in focused GROW Places, and experiments you can do in 

your growing space, wherever you are.



Thank you!

Let’s hope this has given you a taste for 

finding out more about GROW and maybe 

joining us?

Sign up at GROW www.growobservatory.org
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Please sign up at our website 

www.growobservatory.org and join 

this exciting community of GROWers.  

Thank you for listening – if you have 

any specific questions you can 

contact me by email through the 

website or try and catch me during 

lunch in the exhibitors area.


